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Let G be a finite rank torsion-free module over a discrete valuation ring V. 
A splitting field for G is a subfield K of the quotient field of the completion V* 
of V such that (V* n K) @ G is a completely decomposable (V* n K)-module. 
Every such G has a splitting field which is a finitely generated extension of the 
quotient field Q of V. If K is a subfield of the quotient field of Ty* with finite 
degree over Q, then the category of modules which have K as a splitting field can 
be embedded in the category of finite length right modules over a hereditary 
finite-dimensional Q-algebra d such that (rad /I.)a = 0. This embedding 
provides considerable information about the existence of strongly indecom- 
posable V-modules. Finally, it is shown that if V is henselian, then finite rank 
torsion-free r/-modules have unique direct sum decomposition. 
Let A be a Krull domain and G a flat A-module. It is shown in [S: that 
G = n G, 1 where the intersection is taken over all height one prime ideals of A 
and the Go are canonically identified as submodules of the localization of G at 0. 
Since each A, is a discrete valuation ring, we see that G can be described by 
Kurosh matrix invariants [6, Sect. 931. If A is regular with Krull dimension at 
most 2, then finitely generated reflexive modules are projective so that con- 
versely every set of Kurosh matrix invariants determines a flat module. Bther- 
wise, it seems rather difficult to determine whether or not the module determined 
by a set of rosh matrices is flat or not, since the condition G = n G, is 
necessary but not sufficient. In any case, obtaining ‘“global” information about 
G from the local data is more difficult than the simple equation G = n S, 
might suggest, even when A is the ring of integers. 
In this paper we consider only the local case, i.e., torsion-free modules over a 
discrete valuation ring V. In Section 1, we give a simplified treatment of the 
Kurosh Matrix Theorem and review the notion of ~~asi~homornor~b~~~. 
In Section 2, we prove the existence of splitting fields and in Section 3 we show 
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how splitting fields can be used to obtain information about the endomorphism 
ring of a finite rank torsion free module. In Sections 4 and 5, we consider the 
category 2? of quasi-homomorphisms of modules with fixed splitting field K, 
where K has finite degree over Q (the quotient field of V.) We see that %? has 
enough pure projectives and pure injectives, and characterize these in terms of 
rank and corank. If P is the unique nonfree indecomposable pure projective in 2? 
and fl = Q @ End(V @ P), then Theorem 5.1 and 5.5 show that the functor 
Q@Hom(V@P, ) is an equivalence between %’ and the category of finite 
length right ./l-modules having no simple injective summand. Theorem 5.11 
shows that there are infinitely many strongly indecomposable modules in V if 
and only if the degree of K over Q is at least 4. In Section 6, we establish the 
Krull-Schmidt Property for finite rank torsion-free modules over a henselian 
discrete valuation ring. 
Throughout the paper, V’is a discrete valuation ring (one-dimensional regular 
local ring) with a quotient field Q, and p is a generator for the maximal ideal 
in V. The rank of a torsion-free V-module G is the Q-dimension of Q @ G, the 
p-rank is G means length (G/pG) and the corank of G is (rank G) - (p-rank G). 
We let V* denote the completion of V, Q* its quotient field and G* = V* @ G. 
We identify G = V (2~ G, Q @ G and G* as submodules of Q* @ G. All 
unadorned tensor products and homomorphism groups are taken over V 
Every V-module G contains a maximal divisible submodule d(G). We define the 
reduced quotient of G to be G/d(G) and say that G is reduced if d(G) = 0. If 
G _C H are torsion-free V-modules, then G is pure in H if and only if G n pH = 
pG or, equivalently, H/G is torsion free. 
Unless otherwise indicated, all V-modules are torsion free with finite rank. 
1. THE KUROSH MATRIX THEOREM 
We essentially follow the development in [3, Sect. 51, obtaining a weak form of 
the Kurosh theorem. We sketch proofs for the following two lemmas, since what 
we need is less complicated than is found in [3]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let V be contained in a discrete valuation ring R with quotient 
jield K such that V is a pure p-adically dense V-submodule of R. Then p generates the 
maximal ideal of R and RI pR FW V/p V. F OY any torsion-free V-module G, we have 
V @ G = (Q @ G) n (R @ 6). (All these modules are identified with their images 
in K @ G.) Conversely, if G’ is a torsion-free R-module and U is the Q-vector space 
generated by a maximal R-linearly independent set in G’, then G’ is generated as an 
R-module by G’ n U. 
Proof. Since RIpR = (V + pR)l(pR n V) = V/pV, a field, then pR is 
maximal. Now if x E (Q @ G) n (R @ G), then pnx E V @ G for some n. But 
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since V is pure in R, (R @ G)/(V @ 6) t is orsion free, so x E Y @ G. (See also 
[4,E, Sect. 3.5, Proposition 10, p. 341, III, Sect. 3, Propositions X,9, pp. 2&L286].) 
Finally since Y is p-adically dense in R, R = Y $ p”R for all n, and thus 
p-*R C %J + R for all n, so that M = Q + R. Thus if y E &;‘, then y = C AqE. = 
z qrui + C Y~Q with ki E R, qi E_O, ri E R, and tki E ti’ CT G’. 
CqauiE6’f3 ~and~~~(~n U). 
hiU/IMA 1.2. Let .R be a discrete valuation %g co~t~~~~~~ V as ~~~~e~-ad~c~~~ 
dense subring. Then p-rank, R @ G = p-rank, G < rank, G = rank, 
Furthermore G is free ifl R @ G is a free R-module zjJ corank G = 0 and G 
U div&ibEe ~3 R @ G is divisible iflp-rank G = 0, 
Pro@. Clearly rank, G = rank, R @ G and G/pG ;?;: (R @ G)/p(R 0 G). 
If gs ,...) g, are elements of G whose images in G/pG are linearly ~nd~~e~d~~t 
over V/pV, then it is easy to see that the submodule of G generated byg, :.m.) g, 
is pure in G (and free). Thus p-rank G < rank G and ifp-rank G = rank G then 
G is free. The rest is obvious. 
LEMMA 1.3. If G is a finite rmzk torsion-free V-mod~~le with rank :’ and 
corank s, then G* = I/* @ G z’s the direct su-m of a free V*-modtiikb with rank F - s 
and a divisible P-modzlb with rank s. 
Proof. [7, Chap. 161 or [6, Lemma 93.3, p. I55]. Lemmas I.1 and 1.3 give a 
prescription for building finite rank torsion free V-modules. Namely, first 
construct G* and then form G* f? (Q @ G), T. c complete the Kurosh theorem, 
one need only put this into a suitably computational framework and state the 
obvious (but impractical) procedure for determining whether or not two modules 
are isomorphic. We give here a slightly weaker theorem. 
If G and N are V-modules, then by a qu~si-~ornorn~~~~~s?~ from G to N is 
meant an element of Q @ Hom(G, H). If G and I-9 are torsion free with finite 
rank, as we henceforth suppose, then the ¶uasi~homo~~r~~~sms from G to N 
can be identified with the Q-linear maps qx Q @ G +-Q @ R such that, for some 
nonzero n E ;r/, q,(G) 6 H. We say that G and M are ~~~s~-is~rno~~~~~ if they are 
isomorphic in the resulting category. Since Q @ 2nd G is -~rti~~~, we see that 
y E & @ End G is invertible if and only if p is a mo~omor~bism (from Q @ G to 
itself). It follows that G and iri are quasi-isomor~b~~ ifl‘ each can be embedded 
in the other iff G can be embedded in H in such a way that H/G is not faithful 
(and hence has finite length [4, VII, Sect. 2.5, Lemma 3, p. 4993). If U is a 
Q-vector space and G and .H are essential submodules of li, then we say that G 
and H are quasi-equal if the identity map on U is a quasi-isomorphism from G 
to H or, equivalently, if there exist nonzero elements m, n E V such that m 
and nH c G. 
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if and only if (Q* @ v)(d(G*)) C d(H*). In pavticular, if G and H are essential 
V-submodules of a Q-space U, then G and H are quasi-equal if and only if d( G*) = 
d(H*) (identgying these as submodules of U*.) 
Proof. We can find a finitely generated submodule F _C G so that 
G* = F* @ d(G*). Clearly there exists 0 # n E V so that rip(F) C H. By 
Lemma 1.1, if (Q* @ y)(d(G*)) C d(H*), then n?(G) _C H. 
Recall that if K is a field and 0 < s < Y, then the Grassmannian space 
Grass(s, r; K) consists of the s-dimensional subspaces of KT. If 9 E Gl(r, K) and 
D E Grass(s, r; K), then clearly p(D) E Grass(s, r; K). Furthermore, if F is 
a subfield of K, then Gl(r, F) C Gl(r, K) so that Gl(r, F) acts on Grass(s, r; K). 
THEOREM 1.5. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the quasi- 
isomorphism classes of torsion-free V-modules with rank Y and corank s and the 
orbits of Gl(r, Q) acting on Grass(s, r; Q*). 
Proof. [3, Theorem 1.91. Given a quasi-isomorphism class of modules with 
rank Y and corank s, we choose a representative module G CQ. Then 
d(G*) E Grass(s, r; Q*) by Lemma 1.3. Lemmas 1.1 and 1.4 show that this gives 
the desired one-to-one correspondence. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Two modules G and H are quasi-isomorphic f and only ;f they 
have the same rank and corank and G is isomorphic to a submodule of H. 
Proof. Suppose in fact that G _C H. Then G* C H* and d(G*) _C d(H*). But 
if G and H have the same rank and corank, then these inclusions are equalities, 
and G and H are quasi-equal by Lemma 1.4. 
We can construct a category F where the objects are quasi-equality classes of 
finite rank torsion-free V-modules and the morphisms are quasi-homomor- 
phisms. By Lemma 1.4 we can identify the objects of F with ordered pairs 
(U, D), where U is a finite-dimensional Q-vector space and D a Q*-subspace of 
U*. A morphism v: (U, , DJ --+ (U, , DJ is then a Q-linear map q~: U, -+ U, 
such that (Q* @ v)(D,) CD, , It turns out that the category g is self-dual. 
We define a functor A: flop + 9 as follows: We set 
A( U, 0) = (Hom( U, Q), Hom,*(U*/D, Q”)) 
(where we identify Horn& U*/D, Q*) C Horn&U*, Q*) = Q* @ Hom,( U, Q)) 
and we define A(v) = Hom(v, Q), It is easy to see that A preserves short exact 
sequences (but not exactness in general), that A2 is naturally equivalent to the 
identity functor on 9 and that rank AG = rank G, corank AG = p-rank G. We 
refer to A as Arnold duality [l]. 
2. SPLITTING FIELDS 
heorem 1.5 seems to have limited practical value in deciding whether or not 
two groups are actually quasi-isomorphic. But in certain cases one can 
immediately see that the answer is negative, as we see in Theorem 2.3. 
DEFIXITIOX. Let K be a field such that Q C K C Q* and let R = M in F*. 
We say PM K is a splitting field for a module G or that G is K-decomposable if 
@ G is the direct sum of a free R-module and a divisible 
PVJO$ Note that V is pure in R and R is V-pure in V*. Ir now follows 
(since V C A C V*) that V is p-adically dense in ) and thus R/pR es v/pv 30 
that p is a maximal ideal in R. It is in fact the only maximal ideal, since iE 
u E R and u $pR, then u $pV*, SO that u is inve-rtible in both X and IT’*, and 
hence, is a unit in R. Also every element in R can be written p% for some R 3 0 
and some u $ pR (since this holds in Y*). It foollows that R is a discrete valuation 
ring. 
Now suppose K @ G contains a basis for d(G*). This basis generates an 
s-dimensional divisible submodule of R @ G (since by Lemma I.1 @G= 
G* n (K @ G)), VI rc must be a summand. The complementary summand rh’ h 
must have corank 0 and is therefore free. 
Conversely, suppose R @,I G = F @ D withf; free and 23 divisible. Then since 
rank 13 = corank (R @ G) = corank 6, we see that D contains a basis for d(Gv). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Pure subgyo~ps and Tolstoy-free ~o~o~~o~~h~~ images of 
~-~ec~~~Qs~~~e V-modules are K-decomposable. The Arnoi;d dual of a K-decom- 
posable module is K-decomposable. The V-module R = Y* n K is K-de~Qmposa~le. 
Proof. Except for the last sentence, this is obvious. Now there is an R-linear 
@ R + R (multiplication) which splits. Since both R and W @ R 
have p-rank I (by L emma 1.2), the kernel is divisible. 
THEQXEM 2.3. For every v-module G, there ex& a jkitely generated j&Id 
extension; K of Q zohich is a splitting $eld for @. If G and H are ~~as~-~sorno~~~~~~ 
then alay suchJield is also a splitting$eldfor 
PUX$ In fact, choose a basis for d(P), write it in terms of a basis for 
Q @ 6, a~$ let K be the extension ofQ generated by the cog~cie~ts. The second 
assertion is immediate from Lemmas 1 A, 2. I. 
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THEOREM 2.4. If either p-rank G = 1 or corank G = 1, then G bus a unique 
smallest splittingjeld. 
Proof. If corank G = 1, then d(G*) . IS one-dimensional. Let 1 ai @gi bc a 
basis for d(G*), where g, ,..., g, is a maximally linearly independent set in G. 
‘I’hcn clearly the extension of Q generated by the elements ai/al is the unique 
smallest splitting field for G. ‘The result for the case p-rank G = 1 then follows 
by Arnold duality. 
3. EIW~MORPHIS.M RISGS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G haze rank r and corank s, let K be a splitting field for 
G and R 7. V* n K. Suppose that either (1) G h as no nontriziul free summand 
or (2) G is reduced. Then End G can be embedded in (I) the ring of s x s matrices 
oz’er K or (2) the ring of (r s) x (r - s) matrices owr R. In particular, End G is 
a (commutatil;e) integral domain if either s = 1 and G has no free summand or 
s=r - I and G is reduced. 
Proof. Let D - d(R @ G). Any 9) E End G has a unique R-linear extension 
to K (3 G and v(D) C: 7). Thus y inducts R-endomorphisms of I) and (R 0 G)jD. 
(1) If G has no nontrivial free summands, then the resulting homo- 
morphism End G -+ End,(D) --. End,(D) . IS manic. Jn fact, Ict II 7. v(G). If 
p,(D) = 0, then y(R @ G) :- R .{j II is finitely gcncratcd and hence free. Ry 
Iemma 1.2, II is frw and hence v splits. By hypothesis ZJ = 0, thus F 7 0. 
(2) If G is reduced, then the homomorphism End G - l End,(R (3 G/L)) 
is manic. (Note that (R (x) G)jD is a free R-module with rank r .- s.) III fact, if 
cp(R 3) G) C: I), then q(G) <I G n I1 = d(G), hcncc 9 : 0 by hy-pothcsis. 
Remarks. (I) If G is reduced and p-rank G = 1, it follows from [I I, 
Corollary 7, p. 6621 that End G is a discrete valuation ring. 
(2) Clearly Theorem 3.1 has applications for torsion-free modules over 
many integral domains, since if p is a prime ideal in an integral domain A such 
that b’ 7 A, is a discrete valuation ring, then End,,(G) C ICnd,(G,) for an! 
torsion-fret ./l-module G. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Iet A be a finite rank torsion-free V-algebra which is either 
reduced (as a V-module) with p-rank 1 or has nofree summand (as a V-module) with 
corank 1. Then A is an integral domain and A w End,(A). In particular, if K is a 
subjeld qf Q” and R - I’” n K, then End,(R) = R. 
Proof. Since left multiplication by an clement of A gives a C’-endomorphism, 
we can identify A 2 End,(A). But by Theorem 3.1, End,(A) is commutative, 
so that End,,(A) = End,,,(A) = A. T o see that this applies to R, recall that 
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p-rank = I by Lemma 1.2. Furthermore, d(R) is isomorphic to 
which, emg a torsion-free R-module, must be trivial or have V-r 
1 to V-rank R. Since R is not divisible, the latter alternative does not occur, 
is reduced. 
4. SPLITTING FIELDS WITII FINITE DEGREE 
In this section K is a field with Q C K C Q* and [K : $21 = n < co. We 
generally are interested in R = V* R K as a V-module rather than as a ring. By 
Corollary 2.2 we know that R is K-decomposable, as is 
Now let P = AR. (P is determined only up to quasi-equality, but for con- 
venience we may suppose a specific V-module P has been chosen.) Then 
corank f = 1 and a basis element for d(P*) can be written in the form 
u1 +T~u~ + ... i-i7?i~l~whereu~~Pand1,...,n,~isa -basis for K. Now since R 
has no divisible summand (Proposition 3.2) then P mand and 
since rank P = 92, it follows that ur ,..., u, must be a basis for Q @ 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a torsion+ee V-mod&L withOfinite rank T a& corank c, 
The following are equivalent: 
(1) G is K-decomposable. 
(2) The reduced quotient of G is isomorphic to a pure subgoup of R’--“. 
(3) G is the direct sum of a free V-module and a q~las~-~omomoqp~~~c 
image of P. 
PYOOJ. (1) 3 (2). We have maps G -+ R @ G -+ RT-c @ D --f RT--C where D 
is divisible. The kernel of the compositive G -+ r-c is G n D = d(G) and the 
image is pure. 
(1) 2 (3). Each element of D = d(R @ Gj can written 20, - 
~2% i ~‘. + =-nw, 3 where wi E Q @ 6. Then by Lemma 1 we get a quasi- 
homomorphism F: P 3 G by v(uJ = wi . Doing this for each element of a basis 
for yields a quasi-homomorphism 9): PC ---f G. Now corank ~(I’“) = c = 
coranh G, so in the short exact sequence of quasi-homomorphisms 0 -+ I -+ 
G -+ .F -j 0, F must be free. (Note that by Corollary 1.6, v(P) must be, up to 
quasi-equality, a pure submodule of G.) 
(2) 3 (1) and (3) =S (I) follow from Corollary 2.2, since R and P are 
K-decomposable. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let G be a K-decomposable module. Then 
(1) If G has no free summand, then rank G < ~(corank 6). 
(2) If G is reduced, then rank G < n(p-rank G). 
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Proof. (1) We have a quasi-epimorphism PC -+ G so that rank G < rank 
PC = nc, where c = corank G. 
(2) We have a monomorphism G -+ Rr+, so that rank G < n(r - c) = 
n( p-rank G). 
Let 9 be the category having (not necessarily torsion free) V-modules as 
objects and quasi-homomorphisms as morphisms. Since &? is the quotient 
category of V-Mod with respect to the Serre subcategory consisting of non- 
faithful modules [14], 9 is Abelian and the obvious functor V-Mod -+ Z? is 
exact. Clearly, the restriction of this functor to the full subcategory of torsion 
free V-modules is an embedding. We say that a short exact sequence of torsion 
free V-modules is quasi-split if the image sequence in 9 is split exact. A finite 
rank torsion-free V-module is called strongly indecomposable if it is an inde- 
composable object in 9. Note that by Corollary 1.6, all finite rank torsion 
free V-modules G have finite length in 9 and that this length equals 
rank G + corank G. In particular, V is a simple object in 9. 
Now let %Y be the full subcategory of 9 where the objects are finite rank 
torsion-free K-decomposable modules and let 9Yab be the full subcategory of Z? 
whose objects are direct sums of an object in 97 and a finite number of copies of 
Q/V. Since finite length V-modules become 0 in 9, ‘$?ab is the smallest Abelian 
subcategory of 9 containing $9. 
It is easy to see that a short exact sequence in %‘ab is isomorphic to the image of 
a pure exact sequence in V-Mod if and only if it is the direct sum of a sequence 
in @ and a split exact sequence. We call such sequences pure exact in 9?ab . The 
class of pure exact sequences in %‘ab determines a relative homological algebra, 
and the relative projectives and injectives are called pure projective and pure 
injective modules in %?& . 
By abuse of thought, we sometimes identify %? with the corresponding sub- 
category of the category fl defined in Section 1. In particular, we consider that 
the functor A (Arnold duality) is well defined on V. By Corollary 2.2. % is 
stable under A. 
LEMMA 4.3. Every proper subobject of P in 22 is a free V-module and every 
proper homomorphic image of R is quasi-isomorphic to a divisible V-module (and 
hence is divisible if torsion free). The quasi-endomorphism rings of P and R are 
isomorphic to K. 
Proof. Suppose ~JX R --t G is an epimorphism with a nontrivial kernel. The 
torsion subgroup of G is the direct sum of a finite length V-module and a divisible 
module, so we may as well suppose that G is torsion free. Sincep-rank R = 1 and 
Ker y cannot be divisible, it must have p-rank 1 and we conclude that p-rank 
G = 0, so G is divisible. By Proposition 3.2, Q @ End R M K. The results for P 
follow by Arnold duality. 
~(INEOREM 4.4. Let G be a ~-decomposable rno~~~e with no free ~rnrna~d~ 7% 
~o~~~~in~ &kre quiva&-nt : 
(I ) G is pure projective in %. 
(2) rank G = n(corank G). 
(3) G is quasi-isomorphic to a direct sum of copies oJ P. 
P#,OQf. (2) !w (3). Th e quasi-epimorphism PC -+ G from Theorem 5.1 is a 
quasi-isomorphism if and only if rank G = rank PC = nc. 
(1) =+ (3) If G is pure projective, then the q~~s~“e~~mor~bism 
splits in ‘%. But the category 5F has the drill-Schmidt property [14]. 
(3) =j- (1). It sufiices to see that P is pure projective, and by the USA 
?ull-back ar~me~t it suffices to see that every quasi-e~~mor~hism HA-P 
splits. If we remove a maximal free summand fronn H and let H’ be the com- 
~lerne~~~~y summand, then gr(H’) is still quasi-equal to P, so we may supp 
that H has no free summand. Then we have maps Pi -+ N -+ P (9’ = corank 
and it s&ices to see that this composition is split epic in g. But by Lemma %.3, 
Q @J End P = K, so every quasi-homomorphism 61’ -+ BP is either a quasi- 
isomorphism or trivial and the splitting follows immediately. 
(I) G is @we ifzjective in V’. 
(2) rank G = nfp-rank G)->. 
(3) 6;: is qaas~-isom~ph~c to a direct sum of copies of W. 
Pp.oof. Dual to Theorem 4.4. 
t follows that any K-decomposable mod& with no free summand, rank w 
and eorank 1 is quasi-isomorphic to P and likewise any reduced K-decom- 
posable module with rank n andp-rank 1 is qnasi~i§Q~or~hi~ to R (and hence, by 
[lit], isomorphic to R). 
CCXKXLARY 4.6. If A C G where G ispureprojective ig Q?, then A is K-decom- 
posable and pure projective in V. If 9: N -+ B is q~~s~-ep~~~o~ph~sm and El is 
p~~e-i~je~t~~~e i% q, then 3 E 1 y& / and B is pure kjective ifz gab . 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.3 and Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 by a standard 
induction. For instance, we have a quasi-split mo~omor~hism Q -+ H or W +- 
with pure image. Suppose the latter and identify R with its image. We may 
suppose that B = &I-I) is torsion free. If the restriction of 9 to R is not rnonic, 
then cp(R) is divisible (Theorem 4.3) and hence a summand of B. Now suppose 
q(R) M R and let y(R), be the smallest pure subgroup of B containing y(W). 
Since R has p-rank I, R is a maximal subobject of Q @ R in g, so either 
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v(R), - R or dR)* = p. In either case, v(R), is a pure injective quasi- 
summand of B and the proof is complete by induction on rank B. 
5. AN EMBEDDING THEOREM 
We continue with the hypotheses and the notation of Section 4. Throughout 
this section, the ring Q @ End( V @ P) is denoted by A. 
THEOREM 5.1. The functor Q @ Hom( V @ P, ) is an exact filly faithful 
functor from +Z into mod-A, the category of jinitely generated right A-modules. 
Proof, The point is that V’ @ P is a progenerator for V. No problem arises 
from the fact that V is not an Abelian category. If GE j V j, write 
G=Q@Hom(V@P,G).F or any H, the natural map Q @ Hom( T/I @ P, H) + 
Hom,( p @ p, A) is surely an isomorphism, since r @ P” = A. Thus 
Q @ Hom(F, H) -+ Homd(p, A) is an isomorphism if F is pure projective. Now 
suppose G has no pure projective summand. Then it has a pure projective 
resolution 0 -+ P-r -+ PC -+ G -+ 0. Since both functors are left exact, we see 
that Q @ Hom(G, H) w Hom,(G, B). 
We continue to use the notation i;‘ = Q @ Hom( V @ P, G). Note that since 
we are dealing with a fully faithful functor, then G is indecomposable in V (i.e., 
strongly indecomposable) if and only if G is an indecomposable A-module. 
LEMMA 5.2. If ME / mod - A j and .M C G for some G, then n/r M I? for 
someHEI%?/. 
Proof. If M can be generated by i elements, then we have a map 9: Ai -+ G 
whose image is M. But Q @ Hom(V @ P, ) is full, so y comes from a map 
(V @ P)” -+ G and by exactness M corresponds to the image of this map. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The ring A is a hereditary Artinialz Q-algebra such that 
(radA)2 = 0. Th eye are two simple right A-modules, one projective and the other 
injective. 
Proof. Clearly A is Artinian, and rad A consists of those quasi-endomor- 
phisms of V @ P which annihilate P and map V to P. Since P and P” are 
summands of A, Theorem 4.4 shows that if G is pure projective in 92 then G 
is projective, so the fact that A is hereditary follows from Corollary 4.6 (or can 
easily be seen directly.) The two simple A-modules are p and p/rad p. Since A 
is hereditary, one of those (namely, 8) must be projective and the other injective. 
From now on, we denote the simple injective right A-module p/rad p by S. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. & is an injective envelope for P and p is a projective cover 
for s. 
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Broof~ Clearly I’ is a projective cover for S. I\a;ow Q contains P and is inde- 
composable. It remains to see that it is injective. If f is a right ideal in A then 
y Lemma 5.2, I = G where G C V @ P. Any map G + 0 is induced 
quasi-homomorphism G + ,O. The Proposition now follows from the fact that Q 
is an injective V-module. 
Note. 8 is not injective, since it is indecomposabie but contains the decom- 
posable submodule Vn. 
T~EOXEM 5.5. The Gnuge of V UYK&V the fanctor $J @ om(k/ @ F, ) is the 
fidi s~~ca~e~~y~ of mod-i? cons&&g of ~0~~~~s w&Z no ~~~~~~~ §~~o~~~~~ do S. 
Roo$ Let 5? be the image category, Since S is simple and injective and not 
s~rnrna~d of Q, ~orn~(~, $?) = 0. Thus 5’ cannot have the form G, since 
Q @ ~Q~~(G, Q) + 0 if G # 0.3% us no module with S as a summand is in 4. 
Now let M be a finitely generated right A-module with no summand isomorphic 
to S. Then the socle of M is isomorphic to p for some P. Then the inject& 
envoiope of M is @“. By Lemma 5.2, M f j (8 !. 
DEFEFINITIQN. Let M be a finitely generated (i.e., finite length) right A-module. 
We define rank M to be the number of factors in a composition series for JR! 
isomorphic to fj and corank M to be the number of composition factors 
isomorphic to s. 
blood By Lemma 5.2, Q @ ~om(V @ P, > preserves !en@h; so it remains 
to see that it preserves rank. Now since F is projective and S injective, for any 
right A-module M we have an exact sequence 
so that @ is the largest direct sum of copies of V embeddabie in ill. But rank G 
is the largest R such that VP can be embedded in G. 
We now consider the functors D = Hom,( , g;“) (Maths duality) and 
Extr( , A) (transpose) which take right A-modules to ‘left A-module 
conversely. It is well known (and easily checked) that is an exact 
contravariant length preserving functor taking projectives to injectives and 
conversely, and that D2 is the identity r modules with fir&e lengthj 
Since iI is hereditary, Tr is right exact and ilif if M has no projective 
rM = 0 if M is projective. Thus r: mod-A 3 mod-A is left 
: mod-A --?r mod-4 is right exact. 4 has no projective summand~ 
composable if and only if DTrM is ~~decom~osab~e. FP M has no 
injective summand, then M is ind~composab~e if and only Tr 
posable. For further detaifs, see [23. 
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PROPOSITIOX 5.7. Let M be a right A-module with rank I and corank c. 
(1) If M Jzas tzo projectice summand, then rank DTrM - nc - r, corank 
DTr% = (a - 1)~ - r. 
(2) If M has rzo injectize szcmmand, then rank TrDM = (n - 1)r -- 7tc, 
corank TrDM :-.: r - c. 
Proof. (1) Let :V denote Hom(M, A). Then since finitely generated pro- 
jective modules are reflexive, Y’ and I-” are indecomposable projective left 
A-modules, so that DP’ and DV are indccomposable injectivc right A-modules. 
It is easy to check that I”, and therefore DP’ is simple, so that DZ” -= S and 
DV’ = 8. Now suppose :M has no projective summand and consider a projective 
resolution 
Since A is hereditary, M’ := 0 and we obtain 
which yields 
0 - DTrM + PC-+’ - SC + 0. 
Since rank 8 :-: corank s = 1, the result follows. 
(2) If M has no injective summand, then 86 - DTr(TrD.44). Xow apply 
the formula in (1) and solve. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let M be an indecomposable right A-modzrle. TJzen 
M .a (DTr)‘L or M w (TrD)“L CJzere i >: 0 and L is a r&ht A-module such that 
either L is projective or injectice or 2(rankL) < rz (corank L) ,< (n -.. 2) (rankL). 
Proof. Choose L -7 (TrD)‘M or L z-2 (DTr)iM so that L has smallest 
possible rank. Then I; is indecomposablc and T = rank L .< rankDTrl; and 
Y < rank TrDL. Thus if L is neither projective nor injective, and c = corankL, 
then Y < nc -. r and T .< (n - 1)r --- rzc, so that 2r < nc < (n - 2)~. 
WC now show that Arnold duality can be defined as a functor on mod-A. 
TIIHORlm 5.9. There exists a left exact contraaariantfunctor A: (mod-A)oP --* 
mod-A such tkat for G E 1 V 1, AG =, ,Q @ Hom( V @ P, AG) (and therefore 
A2M * M if M has no sumnzand isomorphic to S). 
Proof. SinceQ ,$ R -= A(V @ P), we have 
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Therefore, if M is a right A-module, Hom,(M, 0 @ ST) is a right /I-module. We 
define : (mod-A)“P -+ mod-A by A = Hom,( ) s @ I?). Since Arnold 
3s a contravariant equivalence on g’, if G E / % j th 
Q @ Hom(G, A( V @ P) w Hom,( e, Q @ l?) = 
Remark. In particular, we see that A-4 m & 
obvious from the definition because of the way the module structure on 
defined. We have two right A-module structures on Hom(il, s @ I?), since 
elements of rl induce endomorphisms both on /l and on Q @ i%, and the 
preceding sentence asserts that these two structures are isomorphic (although 
fact, an isomorphism between the two structures is given by the 
DEFINITION. By a critical pair for K, we mean a pa.ir of nonnegative integers 
(Y, c) such that there exists a unique (up to quasi-isomorphism) strongly inde- 
composable V-module with rank Y and corank c which splits over K. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. The following me critical pairs: (1, O), (1, I), (12, B), 
6% 92 - 1). If ( r c as a critical paiT, then so aye (nc - ^i, (n - 1)~ - Y) [unless , > . 
(~~E)=(l,O)Or(1Z,1)~.((n-l)r-nc,r-cc)~uulzless(r,c)=(l,1)ov(n,2E-~i)~ 
and (r, 7 - c). 
~of. By Theorem 5.7 and Arnold duality. 
We do not know of any critical pairs other than those implied by Proposi- 
tion 5.10. 
THEQREM 5.11. (1) If n = [K : Q] = 2, then the only strongly i~deco~~os~b~e 
K-~e~oa~posable V-modules are V, Q, and R. 
(2) If n = 3, the strongly indecomposable K-decomposable V-modules are 
V, Q, P, R and a unique (up to quash-isomo~ph~sm) V-module with rank 2 a& 
corank 1 (corresponding to DTr& = TrDP.) 
(3) Kf n > 4, there are strongly indecomposable ~-decomposable V-modules 
with arbitrarily large rank. In fact, there exist arbitrari@ large critical pairs. 
PYOOJ (I) Immediate from Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 4.5. 
(2) Considering rank and corank, we see that 
P has rank 2 and corank 1, so that ( >“a has rank 1 and corank I. 
ap = g. The result now follows from [IO]. 
(3) We define a sequence of critical pairs (7% ) ci) by r1 = cI = 1, yi.-r -= 
nc, - r$ , 6ziil = ri+r - ci . If n = 4, we easily see that ri = 2i - 1, ci = i. If 
n > 4, we show inductively that rifl > 2ci > ri . In fact, if 2ci > rl ? then 
Y&l - 2, = 7x,: - ri - 2c, = (n - 2)~ - pi > 0 (since n -- 2 > 2) and 
2%,1 = 2Yi;1 - 2ci = (2n - 2>Cd - 2r3 = nci - Yi + (n -- 2)Ci - Yi >, 
“Ci - ri = Y&l . 
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~~~~~. (1) If M has no projective summand, then End~(~Tr~) = 
End,M. Hence if G corresponds to one of the critical pairs (r$ , c<) in the proof of 
Theorem 5.11, then Q @ End G = Q. But V is a maximal subring of Q, so if 
G # Q then End G = V. 
(2) Theorem 5.11 also follows from [5, Proposition 1.9 and Proposi- 
tion 2.63. It also follows from the final paragraph in [5] that for n 3 5, /I has 
“wild representation type,” so that in this case a complete classification of strongly 
indecomposable V-modules is hopeless. The case n = 4 is examined in a future 
paper. 
6. HENSELIAN RINGS 
It is clear from Lemma 1.3 that a11 finite rank torsion free V-modules have the 
~rull-Schmidt property if V is complete. In this section we show that it is 
sufhcient that V be henselian. 
A discrete valuation ring V is henselian if every commutative ring A containing 
V such that A is a finitely generated V-module is a direct product of local rings 
f12, Chap. VII, 13f. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let V be henselian and let A be a j&e rank torsion-free not 
necessarily commutative V-algebra having no nontrivial divisible V-submodicle. Then 
(1) A is integral over V, 
(2) p E J(A), the Jacobson radical; 
(3) idempotents in A/p,4 lijt to A; 
(4) if A has no nontrivial ~d~pot~ts, then A is local. 
PYOOJ (1) Let a E A. T o see that a is integrat over V, it suflices to consider 
the ring V]a]. Thus we may suppose that A is a commutative torsion free 
V-reduced finitely generated V-algebra. Since AlpA is a unite-dimensional 
V/p V-algebra, we see that A is “quasi-finite” over V [13, Chap. IV, Definition 1, 
im 401. Since V is henselian, it follows from [13, Chap. VII, Proposition 3, p. 761 
that A is a direct sum of a finite number of finite integral extensions of V plus 
possibly another summand in which p is invertible. But this last summand would 
be divisible, hence cannot occur. Thus A is integral over V. 
(2) Now let A be as in the hypothesis and let M be a maximal right ideal 
in A. Suppose p $ M. Then n/l + pA = A, so that 1 -pa E M for some a E A. 
Now if (1 - pa)z = 0 for some z E A, then x = paz and it follows that x E p”n 
for arbitrarily large n, so z = 0 since A is reduced. Thus 1 - pa is regular and 
so the constant term of its minimal polynomial is nonzero and belongs (by the 
first part) to V n (1 - pa)R C V n M. Thus V n M # 0 andpR E N for large FZ. 
But now A = M + pA implies A = M + p”A = M, a contradiction. Thus 
paled sop~J(A). 
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(3) Let E be an idempotent in A/pA and let a E A be an inverse image for 
2. Since a is integral over V and V is henselian, c lifts to an idempotent 
e E V[a] C il [13, Chap. I, Proposition 2, p. 71. 
(4) It follows that if A lacks nontrivial idempotents, then so does A&!. 
ut the latter is a finite-dimensional algebra over the field V/$3’, hence must be 
local. Since pA C J(A), it follows that A is local. 
THEOREM 6.2. If V is henseZian, then Jinite rank torsion free V-moddes have 
~~~~-~~~rni~t Property. 
YOO$ In fact, if G is a reduced indecomposable V-module, then Lemma 6.11 
shows that End G is local. Now apply Azumaya’s theorem [9, p. 781. 
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